
To Eliminate the Bust Dart

Apply the front shoulder to waist measurement onto 
the back shoulder to waist. (as well as to the front 
bodice.) Apply your 1/4 waist width to both front &
back patterns.
Position 1.5 cm ease onto the waist lines.
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The Essential Little Black Dress

Truly the easiest pattern you can make.

So,  sew easy!

This dress pattern is merely the basic bodice 
extended beyond the hip width, to the hemline. 

Points to note.
1.  This dress is made in Non stretch lace.  
2.  Using your Point & Pivot Pattern Ruler draw up the basic bodice by using 
     your actual bust size that is printed on the pattern ruler.

3.  The pattern ruler will draw a pattern that will be your actual bust 
     size plus 6 cm ease.
4.  There is no bust dart in this dress or lining pattern. 
5.  The lining is sewn attached to the dress at the neckline only (for easy sewing).
6.  The lining is the same size as the (outer) lace dress, therefore the same pattern 
     used for the dress, will be used for the lining as well.   
7.  There is no sleeve in the lining, only in the outer dress. This shows up the lace.    
8.  The sleeve is the basic sleeve pattern, as drafted from the pattern ruler. 
9.  No zip is required down the centre back, this dress slips on over the head.
  

5.  The width of the hem line must be at least 
     2 cm wider, per quarter pattern, than the 
     widest hip line, including the ease that has 
     been onto the widest hip line.

Curve the side seams between the waist 
line and the hipline.

Widen the hem line by at least 3 to 4 cm.
Straight Dress -Full Length

Less than this will restrict movement when 
walking, in a full length dress.
There are splits on the seams.
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1. Position the hip line at 16 cm below the waist.
    Add 2 cm ease onto both hip lines.

2.  Extend the centre front and centre back 
     lines down to the hip line. 

4.  From the hip width (plus 2 cm ease), draw 
     the side seam straight down to the hem line.

3.  Measure from your front waist to where 
    (how long) you want your hem line.
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When the bodice is drawn without the bust dart, there is no allowance made 
in the pattern to accommodate the prominence of the bust.
What usually happens is that the front of the blouse or dress rises at the hem 
line.  This is particularly evident in the larger (bust) sizes.
The larger bust pulls the front hem of the garment upwards.
To compensate for this, an allowance should be made on the hem line.

This adjustment need only be made for
bust cup sizes C, and over and when
using non stretch fabric.
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On the centre front line, just below the 
hem, add 1.5 cm.
Draw a diagonal line from the dropped 
centre front to the dart line/panel line
on the back bodice.
Lay the two bodices together as 
illustrated here.

This line goes to the middle of the back,
approx where the back panel line should be.
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